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Abstract
The temporal dimension is an often overlooked aspect of human Interaction. The treatment
and valuation of our own time and others' time is dependent on the social context. The
representation of time and time intervals are socially constructed concepts, strongly
influencing our behavior. Time's technologies—clocks and calendrical systems—arose from
social requirements; they in turn enforce social function. In particular, the institution of
the schedule—made possible by the ubiquity of clocks and calendars—has been called a
"cornerstone of social life" (Zerubavel, 1981). This paper examines the sociotemporal
order in the context of public and personal schedules, with an emphasis on time and human
interaction in the workplace. Sociotemporal theory is used to explore what role an
emerging time-management technology will have in the workplace: networked, on-line
scheduling software.

Introduction
We are acutely av^are of "time" in our lives. Most of us refer to our watches and clocks
habitually, schedule events tightly to fit into our hurried days, always aware of the hour
and often the minute. Yet, while time is a concept we can manipulate and utilize, its
essence is elusive, imbued with a multiplicityof meanings. We livewithin the constraints
of the hour, minute and the week as though these intervals are self-evident, when in fact
they map to nothing in nature. Even the modern month is only a remnant of intervals
measured by lunar cycle. Our concept of time is largely socially constructed.

At any one moment, we live in multiple "time frames" (McGrath and Kelly, 1986),
mixing a set of subjective and objective measures. Social time is the focus of this paper: it is
a quality of time that defines appropriate behavior, has a value structure, and elicits
territorial responses, among other attributes. Other types of time frames include
Newtonian time^hich. is "real, mathematical, flowing uniformly, indestructible, universal"
(de Grazia, 1962; 318). Newtonian time is evoked when time is measured as a duration as
in a sports record or length of work service. Biological cycles define Biorhythmic time:



hunger, sleep, reproduction, and the life cycles are examples (Aveni, 1995). The day/night
cycle, lunar and solar cycles characterize Natural time, and is similar to biorhythmic time
in that it portrays time as renewable, predictable, and with units that are broad and
variable (as in the "sliver of the moon, end of winter, hint of spring") (de Grazia, 1962).
Epochal time is an event-based time frame, as described in these expressions: "When I
graduate," "During the last drought," "After grandfather died...". Yet another time frame
is Impressionistic time, where the impression of temporal duration is dependent on the
event and the person experiencing the event (for example, a lecture for the speaker may
feel brief, but for the audience long) (de Grazia, 1962; 319). There are other time frames
as well (for example, see Sorokin & Merton, 1990), all a part of our understanding and
referential treatment of time.

Social time is an important and often overlooked aspect of human behavior.
Sociotemporality pertains to the "socialization of time" and "the collective evaluation of
time" (Fraser, 1987; 368). Soclotemporal order is the way in which time "regulates the
lives of social entities such as families, professional groups, religious communities, complex
organizations, or even entire nations" (Zerubavel, 1981). It is the sociotemporal order that
enables and colors our coordination with others. The institution of theschedule is a critical
element of sociotemporal order: Zerubavel refers to the schedule as one of the
"institutional cornerstones of social life in the modern world" (Zerubavel, 1981).
Similarly, Schwartz claims that social "order is the outcome of integrated scheduling"
(Schwartz, 1975).

The management of our personal time is part of this sociotemporal order. Personal
scheduling patterns "reflect the temporal conventions of society," accommodating the
public schedule (as reflected in market hours and traffic hours), employer's schedules and
other organizational schedules (Rotenburg, 1992). In practice, "calendar artifacts"—such
as day planners and personal diaries, wall calendars, appointment books—aid in temporal
planning and time management (Kelley and Chapanis, 1982). Now, networked
technologies like on-line calendars and scheduling systems are becoming more available in
workplaces (Grudin and Palen, 1995). They appear to create new opportunities and
challenges for managing and tracking time, and in communicating availability and
accessibility to others. What role will on-line calendars play in interpersonal and group-
wise interaction in the sociotemporal order of the workplace?

With a view to future research on emerging on-line calendars and scheduling technology, I
address the role of time in social relations and the function of the institution of the
schedule.

Sociotemporal Order
Time is a social construction. Except for the day and the year, there is no mapping to
nature those units of time by which we live and breathe: the week, hour, minute, and
second. Even the modern month pays little attention to the natural lunar cycle. The true
lunar month and the solar year are two separate time systems that cannot be
simultaneously merged and preserved^ The solar year is the dominant natural cycle of the
nearly world-wide Gregorian calendar.

' The manner inwhich the solar system came tosubsume and necessarily modify the intervals measured by the
lunar cycle will be addressed in the following section.



The weekly cycle is particularly interesting because it is a completelysocially constructed
time system. Its cycle is independent of the month and year, relying instead on an
arbitrary multiple of days^ Although commonly believed otherwise, the week has no
relationship to the phases of the moon (Colson, 1926). The origin of the seven day week is
a complicated mix of Jewish cosmology and ancient astrology (see Zerubavel, 1985 for a
fascinating historical account). The Ten Commandments remind followers to labor six
days and rest on the seventh. However, as Zerubavel notes, the commandment alone does
not necessarily explain a continuous seven day cycle; some have argued that the seven days
of creation and rest were intended to be celebrated once a year. Additionally, the number
seven had ancient western Asian significance, and may have influenced Jewish cosmology.
The astrological week emerged independent of the Jewish week, taking the names of the
days of the week from the Latin names of seven "planets:" the Sun (Sunday), moon
(Monday), Mars (Tuesday), Mercury (Wednesday), Jupiter (Thursday), Venus (Friday),
and Saturn (Saturday). Celtic and Romance languages use phonetic derivations of these
names today; the Germanic languages translated the Roman planetary gods to their
religious counterparts. By the end of the first century, the Sabbath was synchronized with
"Saturn's day," a day astrologically associated with melancholy and perhaps danger that
coordinated well with a day of rest (Klibansky, Panofsky et al., 1964). Ultimately, the
Church was responsible for merging the astrological week with the Jewish week, and
spreading the practice of a seven day cycle globally (Zerubavel, 1985).

The seven day cycle is a powerful sociotemporal construct. According to Sorokin, the week
"is one of the most important points of our 'orientation' in time and social reality"
(Sorokin and Merton, 1990). Its ubiquity belies its importance. The weekly cycle serves as
a "temporal map" (Zerubavel, 1985) that signals appropriate behavior: for example, a
Friday night phone call might be expected and welcome, but is unacceptable at the same
hour on a Sunday.

Additionally, the week as a temporal map guides and synchronizes our collective actions.
It patterns time into something renewable and predictable, in contrast to the alternate
perception of time as linear and limited. The predictability of the week allows us to
anticipate and plan events, make sense of others' behaviors. With it, we know that every
Monday begins work (complete with rush hour); Thursday we call the parents (who wait
for the call); and Saturday morning the farmer's market sets up on the corner parking lot
(which was filled with workweek cars the day before). Some events are constrained to
certain days because those events require collective action that occur only on those days.

The week as a temporal map also aids memory, by strongly correlating events to certain
days. When we choose to map tasks to the weekly cycle (like calling home) we augment
our memory for performing the task, even if calling home every ten days would be
preferable and more task-appropriate (Zerubavel, 1985). Furthermore, associating events
with days eases long-term scheduling and reduces conflicts by knowing that a certain day
is taken by a standing event.^

^"Saturday, August 16" an intersection oftwo separate time systems. August 16 resolves what Saturday the day is,
but not visa versa.

' Theconfusion thatoccurs when theseparate time systems oftheweek andGregorian month are mismatched
illustrates the power of" the temporal map of the week. Assume "Saturday, August 16" is the correct date. If
instead the datewasmistyped as"Saturday, August 17" on a party invitation, it could cause confusion. However,



Thus the social component of time should not be underestimated. Social time can override
the seemingly more authoritative, objective time frames. For example, in the age of
induced labor, more babies are delivered on the week days of Monday through Friday
than on the weekend, with Sundays particularly low. Other hospital admissions and
activities are disproportionately low on weekends (despite the increased activity in
emergency rooms in general), even though biological health would seem to know nothing
about Sundays or Tuesdays! Similarly, the administering of medicines at prescribed
intervals are often rounded off to the hour, or to conveniently fit nurses' shift-schedule
changes (Zerubavel, 1979; Zerubavel, 1985).

In the case of the hospital, the sociotemporal order is determined in part by the western
socially accepted practice of the Monday to Friday workweek. The hospital institution,
which is obliged to operate around the clock, nevertheless takes its cue from the social time
frame. Nurses, interns, residents, lab technicians—actors with varying status in the social
structure—have work cycles that are influenced by the public workweek schedule and,
more intricately, by each others' role-defined schedules. Characteristics of social time
including time valuation, temporal accessibility, and temporal boundaries of activities and
responsibilities are components of role identity (and are discussed later in this paper).

The week is one example of a sociotemporal construct. As we shall see, the development of
other temporal constructs—calendrical systems and time-reckoning systems—and the
development of the clock fostered a time-conscious, schedule-conscious, western society.

Time's Machines: Clocks & Calendars
Calendars. Throughout history, calendrical systems have been created and modified to
reflect religious and political differences. Calendrical systems create and reflect group
identity. In the same way geography—or spatial boundaries—separate societies from each
other and maintain intra-group solidarity, so have calendars used temporal boundaries.
According to Sorokin and Merton (1990) "all calendrical systems arise from and are
perpetuated by social requirements—they arise from social differentiation and a widening
of social interaction."

A particularly illuminating example of social differentiation is the Christian ecclesiastical
week, which was derived from the Jewish week. The Christians deliberately chose Sunday
as their day of rest to distinguish themselves from the non-Christian Jews (for whom
Saturday is the day of rest), one of the most "sociopolitically significant" decisions on the
part of the Christians (Zerubavel, 1981). Further, Zerubavel hypothesizes that
Mohammed chose Friday as the Islamic holy day to distinguish themselves from both the
Christians and the Jews!"* The institution of the Jewish Sabbath usefully illustrates other
aspects of social time, and will be revisited.

guests are likely to assume that thehostdid in fact mean "Saturday, August 16"and not "Sunday, August 17" for
two reasons: 1) there isa strong expectation that Saturday, not Sunday, isa partyday, and 2) events are planned
around a constrained weekly cycle that cannot afford to be confused. Numerical dates areeasily mistyped; they
are also easily mistaken, since there are fewer eventsassociated with them (an exception would be the first of the
month when rent is due).
^The dance of Easter around Passover is similar again (Zerubavel. 1982).



Changes in calendrical systems often were associated with changes in political authority
and religious reform. Of course, the AD system of time reckoning is based on the birth of
Jesus Christ. However, it is interesting to note that the AD system of reckoning years was
not even devised until 5th century (by Dionysuius Exiguus). It took another 2 centuries
before it was introduced into England around the turn of the 7th century (by the
Priest/Monk Bede), and finally adopted by the Papacy (John XIII) in the late 10th
century! Even still, it took another 50 years before the AD system was widely adopted,
during the pontificate of Leo EX (Whitrow, 1988).^

The French Republican Revolutionary movement, which established a new timekeeping
system from 1793 until 1806^ is a recent and interesting example of calendrical reform.
In this case, reformers were sensitive to symbolism of the reform; the new calendar meant
to be a turn from the old oppressive ways to the new "spirit of our revolution" (Zerubavel,
1981). The calendar was intended to secularize, de-Christianize time: the seven day week
(including Sunday) was exchanged for a ten-day week. Similarly New Years day was
shifted to September 22 since January 1 was associated with Roman Catholic religious
celebrations. The Revolutionary calendar was also intended to be rational (in contrast to
religious "irrationality"), and parallel the metric system. In addition to ten day weeks,
months were standardize to 30 days. The result is that 3 weeks evenly and predictably
cycle over the period of a month, each day of the month always associated with the same
day. (Contrasted with the Gregorian calendar which does not resolve the monthly and
weekly cycles, this would be a welcome change!) Also, each day was divided into 10 hours,
hours into 100 minutes, and minutes into 100 seconds (Zerubavel, 1981). New names for
the months were bestowed with terms reflecting the time of year ("frost," "snow," "rain,"
"heat," "flowers," for example) to again symbolize rationality through sensible associations
with Nature.

During the thirteen years of its use, the Revolutionary Calendar was similar in rhythm
with the Gregorian calendar, but out of synchronization with it, and therefore out of
synchronization with the rest of the Gregorian-calendar world. The calendar was meant to
be nationalistic—reflect and instill solidarity—but instead internal discontent combined
with external pressure was its downfall. Interestingly, Napolean's reversion to the Greogian
calendar in 1806 was an equallysymbolic move of reconciliation with the Church
(Zerubavel, 1981).

The modern and near-universal Gregorian calendar has its own interesting history of
segregation and solidarity. The calendar Pope Gregory XIII adopted in 1582 was a
revision of the Julian calendar, where the 365 day year, the monthly cycle of 12 months
with 30 and 31 days (except for February's 28), and leap year was originated. The
Gregorian calendar corrected for error that the Julian calendar introduced every 128 years
by introducing the restriction that only centesimal years (every 100th year) divisible by
400 are leap years (Webster's 7th dictionary). The Gregorian calendar was initially a
Catholic calendar; western Catholic countries adopted it right away, western Protestant
countries resisted it. 1700was the first year that the Gregorian calendar did not observe a
leap year as theJulian calendar did; most of non-Catholic Europe converted at that time.

^The imminent turn ofthe second millennium is for less exciting when one considers that one millennium
passed before anyone really started counting!

InADyears. Thereform movement also introduced a new year-reckoning system, initiating theyearly count
with the Revolution.



except for Britain, which adopted in 1752 and Sweden and Finland in 1753. European
colonies had also converted by this time (Zerubavel, 1981). By the late 19th century, the
Gregorian calendar became associated with "modernization" via "westernization" with the
conversion of the first non-Christian countries of Egypt and Japan. Zerubavel notes that by
World War 1, conversion to the Gregorian calendar became a rite of passage for
independence in political revolution (Zerubavel, 1981).^ Where once the Gregorian
calendar had segregated Catholic Christians from the rest of the world, it eventually
became a symbol of independence from old political reform and a symbol of membership
to the modern international community. Nearly world-wide adoption of the Gregorian
calendar today has established an "international temporal reference framework"
(Zerubavel, 1981; p. 100), synchronizing macro-socid interaction.

Calendrical systems express "the rhythm of collective activities, while at the same time its
function is to assure their regularity" (Durkheim as quoted in Sorokin and Merton, 1990,
pg. 60). Where calendars regulated behavior on a macro-social level, the clock made it
possible to coordinate behavior on a micro-social level.

Clocks. According to Lewis Mumford, "the clock, not the steam-engine, is the key
machine of the modern industrial age" (Mumford, 1934; 14). Clocks spread the awareness
of time, directed social order, and have proliferated to the point of ubiquity. The success
of the clock is the envy of other machines, a "perfection toward which other machines
aspire" (Mumford, 1934; 14).

Sundials were the earliest day-reckoning devices, initially nothing more than a stick in the
ground (Aveni, 1998). Other early timekeeping devices included water clocks, candle
clocks, sand clocks, and incense clocks®. Early Greek dials and water clocks were likely
primarily for aesthetic purposes, simulating the movements of the heavens, and not for
purposes of timekeeping and precision (Aveni, 1998). In early medieval times, Benedictine
monastery bells rang out the hours reckoned by one of these early clocks, enabling not
only the monks but their affiliated townships to organize activities around time. The
Chinese astronomical clocks, which appeared around 700 AD (Aveni, 1998), were used for
astrological divination and calendrical calculation; they were driven by continuous water
flow (Landes, 1983).

However, late in the 11th century, Su Sung was ordered by the emperor to create an
astronomical clock that surpassed all others. Su Sung's clock had an elaborate and
sophisticated water-wheel escapement, and it was precise, estimated to within an error of
10-100 seconds per day (Whitrow, 1988). This technological achievement preceded the
European mechanical clock by about 200 years. However, as wishfully as some would like
it, there appears to be no evidence of an intersection of the horological traditions of China
and Europe (Landes, 1983)^ After the destruction of the Su Sung's clock by the Chin
Tartar invasion in 1126, the tradition of Chinese horology disappeared and is what Landes
calls a "magnificent dead end" (Landes, 1983; 21).

^Conversion was non-trivial,: depending on which century acountry adopted the Gregorian calendar, 10-13
days had to be dropped in the Julian-to-Gregorian calendar conversion (Tondering, 1997).
®Incense clocks, probably first used by the Chinese, usefiil because burn evenly without a flame, are interesting
because they could be"read" not justbysight butalso bysmell! Sometimes different incense was used to mark
passage ofhours (Landes, 1983).

For an interestingdiscussion of Su Sung's astronomical clock,see Landes (1983).



Invention of the first mechanical clock was in 1300 AD. Towns had clock towers in their
centers, enabling social synchronization, initially at the granularity of the hour. Clocks
became portable in the last quarter of the 15th century; there were likely several places that
made progress toward portability during the same time period (Landes, 1983). The
process of miniaturization happened very quickly: Elizabeth of England (1533-1603) wore
one that fit on a finger ring, for example. However, portable clocks were first possessed by
the wealthy for ornamentation purposes, and while they continued to proliferate, it was
not until theAmerican Civil War in the 1860s that watches were reasonably accurate,
dependable, and could be massed produced (Landes, 1983). Watch synchronization across
distributed troops was particularly important and useful. It was in the late 1800s that
watches became widely available to the populace.

Thefirst pendulum clock was invented in the 17th century. In the 1930s the crystal quartz
watches were invented, replacing the vibrations of the pendulum in the earth's gravitation
field with the vibrations of the quartz for a more accurate time standard (Whitrow, 1988).
In 1967 atomic clocks became the new standard timekeepers, measuring electromagnetic
radiation in a cesium beam, losing one second every three million years (Whitrow, 1988).

Timekeeping practices and devices have oppressive implications; they are often portrayed
as tyrannical, the reason for Wright's "chronarchy" (Wright, 1969). Even as early as
Plautus in second century BC, regimentation of behavior by time pieces is apparent:

The gods confound the man who firstfound out
How to distinguish hours—confound him, too.
Who in this place setup a sun-dial.
To cut and hack my days so wretchedly
Into smallpieces! When I was a boy.
My belly was my sun-dial—one more sure.
Truer, and more exact than any of them.
This dial toldme when 'twas proper time
To go to dinner, when 1 ought to eat;
But, now-a-days, why even when I have,
I can'tfall to unless the sun gives leave.
The town's sofull of these confounded dials...

—Plautus, as quoted in Wright (1969), p. 29

As timekeeping became more accurate, sensibilities about time worth changed. The
Protestant work ethic and the rise of capitalism contributed to the perception of time as a
limited resource, with productivity valued in ways never before'®. Protestant Reformers
emphasized the importance of worshipping in God in the performance of everyday tasks
during "profane" time, separating themselves from the Church, which "monopolized" the
sacred realm and the bestowing of graces (Hanson, 1997).

...out ofthe reformation came a new atmosphere. Labor commanded a new
tone. Once, man workedfor a livelihood, to be able to live. Now he workedfor

Expedience is a related concept that has modern value, as illustrated in intelligence measurements, which are
dependent on thespeed with which a correct answer is given (Zerubavel, 1978).



something beyond his daily bread. He worked because somehow it was the
right or moral thing to do.

—de Grazia (1962), p. 45

Lauer cites an interesting historical example of the 1920's Soviet "Time League," a society
used to enforce methodical work habits for economic development. Members of the
league kept strict records of their time use, reporting any instances where time was
"wasted," an apparently moral offense:

Measureyour time, control it!
Do everything on time! exactly, on the minute!
Save time, make time count, workfast!
Divide your time correctly, timefor work and timefor leisure!

—as quoted in Lauer (1981), p. 94

While the practices of the Time League sound oppressive in the extreme, consider today's
abundance of "self-help" books on time "management." The message is very much the
same: Find ways to maximize every moment to get the most out of life! Waste nary a
second!

In addition to the clock, a new machine had a major role in creating a collective
dependence on timekeeping: the railways. The railways set a new, faster rhythm for
everyday life, and was the catalyst for national time zone creation and adoption in the late
19th century. With the horse and stagecoach, travel was slow enough that discrepancies in
hourly calculation across space were easily tolerated. The increased pace of trains created a
need for heightened national coordination (especially in the vast United States), and the
need for time zone awareness and agreement (Landes, 1983).

Thoreau's change in perceptions about time passage in reaction to the railroad is
illuminating (Wright, 1969). In the early days at Walden Pond, Thoreau perceived time
passage

not as time subtracted from my life, but so much over and above my usual
allowance...My days were not days of the week, bearing the stamp of any
heathen deity, nor were they minced into hours andfretted by the ticking ofa
clock;for I lived like the Puri Indians, ofwhom it issaidthat for yesterday, to
day and tomorrow they have only one word, and they express the variety of
meaning by pointing backward for yesterday, forward for tomorrow, arid
overheadfor thepassing day.

Wright then notes that by 1848, the railroad was within sight of Walden Pond. Thoreau
comments on the accelerated tempo of life:

/ watch the passage of the morning cars with the same feeling that I do the
rising ofthe sun, which is hardly more regular... The startings andarrivals ofthe
cars are now the epochs in the village day. They go and come with such
regularity andprecision, and their whistle can be heard so far, that the farmers
set their clocks by them, and this one well-conducted institution regulates a
whole country. Have not men improved somewhat in punctuality since the



railroad was invented? Do they not talk and think faster in the depot than
they did in the stage-office?

—Thorcau, as quoted in Wright (1969), p. 147

Regimented timekeeping and the value of labor gave rise to the institution of the schedule,
a utilitarian view of time, and "schedule-conscious values" (Fraser, 1987; 192). Time as a
limited resource came to be treated as a commodity which, in the context of labor,
became exchangeable for money (and for some, "time is money" in the cliched but
deeply-rooted sentiment of Ben Franklin). The tie between time and recompense can go
as far as to make the employee-employer relationship one of ownership, where the
employer "owns" the employee during the hours in which they are paid to labor.

Where the calendar offers macrosocial temporal coordination and regularity, the clock
creates awareness at the microsocial level of time. However, it is the schedule, another
temporal construct, that appropriates the use and meaning of time at the microsocial level.

The Institution of the Schedule
The schedule, by which collective activity is managed and mediated, is a critical part of
social life. The medieval Benedictine monasteries are the origin of regimented temporal
coordination for the West (Mumford, 1934; Zerubavel, 1981). Regulating life at the
monasteries temporally was a way of exerting social control, and to segregate religious life
from secular, heathen ways.

At no other time in history was life temporally regulated so tightly, down to the level of
the hour. The horarium—the "table ofhours"—^was the precursor to the modern western
schedule. Bells rang out the hours; interestingly, it may be the case that wheel and lever
mechanisms for ringing the bells set the stage for the invention of the mechanical clocks
(Whitrow, 1988). ' All aspects of monastic life were temporally regulated annually,
weekly, daily and hourly. Everything from prayer and work to personal grooming was
regulated. Macro-liturgical activities revolved around the Christian calendar, of course;
heads were shaved every year. Liturgical and work activities rotated within the weekly
cycle; mealtimes and waking times varied across the week. Daily temporal regulation was
particularly regimented, with each hour accounted for; even "necessities of nature" were
allotted time during the day (Zerubavel, 1981).

Punctuality was important for the monks; late arrival was a punishable "sin." The
obligation to "[abandon] everything at the precise moment the bells rang was seen as a
commendable manifestation of total surrender of one's self (Zerubavel, 1981; 35). The
Benedictines monks made punctuality a godly, moral obligation. The relationship between
timeliness and virtue is an early one!

The carefully scheduled monastic lifestyle was the first of its kind, setting a model for
scheduled, temporal regularity in the West. With the exception of those who live in a
"total institution" — organizations where all aspects of lives are controlled (such as a
prison) — few people would live with such rigidity all day and week. Yet, the Benedictine

'' Etymological associations between the bell and the clock exist today: "docca" was medieval Latin for bell
(Zerubavel, 1981; Whitrow, 1988).



schedule reveals important characteristics of schedules in general, and the manner in which
they maintain social order.

The schedule has instilled routine in our lives, making it possible to dependably coordinate
with others. The public schedule ensures that organizations and institutions areopen at set
hours. Personal schedules are the gateways for our access to others, and enable
coordination with them, ensuring access at agreed upon times. Speech acts such as "Do
you have time on your calendar?" and "What does your schedule look like?" exemplify
schedule-as-mediator between people. These speech acts do not require a schedule to have
a physical incarnation, such as in a day planner; rather, the institution of the schedule need
only be invoked to signal social acknowledgment of concurrent commitments and
competing priorities. Further, these speech acts accord with social norms that limit access
to others' time. While the personal schedule is inherently an intimate representation of its
keeper, these speech acts objectify the schedule, separating it from the owner's control.
This allows the owner to decline a request by "blaming" the schedule.

The relationship between the schedule, personal control, and social control is a
complicated one. Some parts of the personal schedule are out of the owner's control: some
activities are socially controlled very directly by one's work organization or child's school,
for example. Some activities are indirectly controlled by constrained access hours, like
trips to the post office. Still other activities arc perceived to be constrained to certain times
or days of the week, creating the popular illusion that the personal schedule is out of one's
control.

Thus, as with other sociotemporal constructs, tied up in these notions of personal and
social control is the control that the schedule reciprocally exerts. Four temporal attributes
of the schedule—standardization of temporal location, and the rigidification of duration,
recurrence, and sequence—characterize the routine the schedule imposes (Zerubavcl,
1981). Locating an activity in time (by way of advance planning) is the primary purpose
of the schedule. Temporal location ensures that all the events that need to take place, do
take place. The Benedictines scheduled certain tasks at specified hours, signaled by the
bells. Necessarily, the bells also signaled a change in activity, bounding the duration of the
previous activity. Thus a set of fixed times for events also constrain and rigidify the
duration of those events. Certain kinds of events seem to inherit durational rigidity.
Consider acceptable durations for meetings: while there are no bounds on how long a work
meeting can go (although some wish otherwise), scheduling a work meeting for less than
an interval of 15 minutes would be unusual. A work meeting of average length often
defaults to the range of an hour (another sociotemporal construct); an organizer planning
for longer would need to specify as such to attendees. Other kinds of meetings like
doctor's appointments are scheduled at small intervals—an hour of a doctor's time would
indicate more serious health concerns, and be quite costly.

Rigidification of recurrence and sequence of events are additional attributes of the
schedule. Recurrent events repeat at specified intervals typically within naturally- or
socially-defined temporal constructs such as "every day," "week," "month" or "year,"
more rarely an arbitrary number of days. Rigidified recurrence enables long-term social
synchronization with little or no communication about arranging the event. Sequential
rigidity ensures that activities and events are executed in the proper order.



"Time embeddedness" is a related concept to temporal sequence and duration, and refers
to the temporal fit of social acts inside other social acts (Lewis and Wcigart, 1990). A
time embedded act will impact another act that subsumes it or is sequentially tightly
coupled to it. Lewis and Weigart note that there are "dire consequences of even small
deviations in the temporal progression of embedded actions." An airport closure is one
example; a shut down of onlya few hours can wreak havoc on the national or even
international aviation schedule (Lewis and Weigart, 1990)!

Schedules both manage and complicate time embeddedness. Schedules manage time
embeddedness by imposing boundaries on activities, often permitting socially acceptable
departures ("If you will excuse me, I have another appointment to attend..." )'̂ . Schedules
also tighten time embeddedness. Given our western attempts to account for every
moment, it is common for schedules to have little flexibility for the unpredictable.
"Falling behind" or "falling off schedule can initiate a domino effect for later
engagements and complicate coordination with others. Time embeddedness and
tendencies to over-schedule necessitates the "deadline," a socially instituted temporal
boundary

The collective agreement and dependence on temporally rigid activities is sociotemporal
"entrainment." Entrainment, a term borrowed from the biological sciences , describes the
tendency of collectivities to merge in phase or in synchronization with each other
(McGrath and Kelly, 1986). Rotenburg's interesting study of metropolitan Vienna
describes the entrainment of the public schedule (Rotenburg, 1992). One notable
consequence of sociotemporal entrainment are traffic hours!

Ultimately, the schedule supports both social solidarity and intragroup complementary
differentiation (Zerubavel, 1981). The Benedictines adhered to the same, singular schedule
to maintain social order. In so doing, the monks temporally segregated themselves from
the rest of the world. Such segregation identifies a group of people as a collectivity or a
community, and instills a sense of social solidarity. Zerubavel calls the social cohesion of
the Benedictines "mechanical solidarity," because each member adhered to a personal
schedule that was an replica of the master schedule—near-perfect temporal "symmetry."
In contrast, "organic solidarity" characterizes a group of people who internally temporally
"complement" each other, but preserve a certain amount of individual differentiation. It
is organic solidarity that we see in modern social organizations.

It is this unique ability of the schedule to enhance both interpersonal similitude
and intragroup complementary differentiation—and, thus, both mechanical
and organic solidarity—at the same time that accounts for thefact that it has
survived to this day and has become one of the institutional cornerstones of
social life in the modem world.

—Zerubavel (1981), p. 69

Thisisanother example of deferring to theschedule, treating it assomething objective andseparate from the
owner.

Thefirstdefinition in Webster's 7th dictionary of "deadline" isan accurate description of the feeling the
second definition of deadline creates! 1: a linedrawn withinor arounda prison that a prisonerpasses at the risk
ofbeingshot; 2: a date or time before which something must bedone; specif, thetime after which copy isnotaccepted
for aparticular issue ofa publication.



Personal schedules are individually differentiated but inter-dependent within a given social
group. "Group members participate in one and the same temporal order, yet differently
from one another" (Zerubavel, 1981; 69). The "temporal boundaries" inherent in the
schedule make social solidarity and interpersonal differentiation possible.

Temporal Boundaries
"Time is experienced not only as a sequence but as a boundary condition" (Hassard, 1990;
p. 12). Boundaries internal to the schedule make it possible to constrain the duration of
activities, and restrict social engagement. As time progresses and the schedule advances,
one transitions from one task to another, one engagement to another, directing and re
directing attention. Additionally, as alluded to earlier, schedules themselves are macro-
boundaries. Social groups that maintain personal schedules in high temporal complement
to each other experience internal solidarity and segregation from external groups ("us"
versus "them"). In this way, schedules are similar to calendrical systems that reflect
political and religious affiliation.

The Jewish Sabbath, to this day, is an example of howstrongly collective identitycan be
established and maintained through temporal boundaries. The Jews, without security of
land, used the Sabbath as a way to commune. The "sacred time" of the Sabbath is ritually
demarcated to set it apart from the rest of the week; sacred time transcends space,
unifying its distributed followers.

Consider the power of the Sabbath: OrthodoxJews—whose holy day occurs on a day that
non-Jews use to complete errands, participate in sports, go shopping—are segregated from
the public schedule. Strictly honoring the Sabbath means departing work on Friday
evenings to get home by sundown (which varies by the season). Perhaps in doing so they
miss Friday parties at their workplace. Orthodox Jewish children cannot participate in
sport league games which often takes place on Saturdays; this in turn affects their social
membership to these teams during the rest of the week. Sunday has limited hours for
shopping and other activities because the Christian West's day of rest is out of
synchronization with the Jewish Sabbath.

Hence, Orthodox Jews are socially segregated from others, but experience a high level of
intra-group solidarity. The Jews also have their own calendar and dating framework.
Joshua Manoach has said that Jewish time systems have "united all those who had been
scattered around the world and made them one people," inhaling "the smell of unity, the
commonality of hopes, the unifying destiny, and the mutual pledge" (as quoted and
translated in Zerubavel, 1981; 73-74).

Furthermore, personal schedules are internally comprised of temporal boundaries.
Temporal boundaries inherent in schedules enable the segregation of roles and the
separation of tasks and priorities. The separation of work and leisure is one large
distinction in the personal schedule. Some occupations afford a clear boundary between
work and personal time. In this case, work and leisure are perceived as bipolar states of
being, each defining and bounding the other.Some professions confound the distinction,

de Grazia (1962) discusses the modern distinction between workand leisure extensively, and between
"leisure" and "free time," calling into question thesynonymous meanings commonly attributed to these two



requiring one to always be on call and available (like a doctor or store owner) or to
constantly assume a role (such as a religious minister or high-ranking politician). Still other
professionals are compelled (often by their own volition) to work frequently and beyond
conventional full-time hours. In these cases especially, deliberate scheduling of activities
circumscribes leisure time in substitution for a clearly bounded work schedule.

Thus the temporal boundaries of the schedule allow for prioritizationof activities, focusing
one's attention on a task even though other tasks also need to be done. Temporal
boundaries assuage worry and even guilt about breaking away from other obligations. The
process of allotting time to activities, both work and leisure, is a demonstration of control
over one's time and commitments. Temporally bounded activity defines appropriate
behavior (Lauer, 1981), and permits graceful transformations in behavior, from one role to
another:

By proper scheduling ofone's performances, it ispossible not only to keep one's
audiences separated from each other ... hut also to allow a few moments in
between performances so as to extricate oneselfpsycholo^cally and physically
from one personalfront while taking onanother.

—Goffman (1959), p. 138

Finally, schedules bound private and public time. Privacy and publicity are rarely absolute
states of being; they instead are defined vis-a-vis some audience (Zerubavel, 1981). When
at home with the family in the evening, one is using "private" time; intrusions from work
are unexpected and unwelcome. However, the next morning at the office, one may just as
strongly prefer not to be interrupted by family, remaining inaccessible to them but public
to co-workers. Temporal boundaries, then, scope social accessibility to one's time. Access
to and treatment of one's time is also dependent on another element of sociotemporal
order, the social valuation of time.

My Time or Yours?
Now then! Show your ticket child!' the Guard went on, looking angrily at
Alice. And a great many voices all said together ('like the chorus of a song'
thought Alice), 'Don't keep him waiting, child! Why, his time is worth a
thousandpounds a minute!'

—Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, pp. 37-38

Time is a scarce commodity. How, where, and with whom it is "spent" reveals what is
important to a person. The length of duration and the frequency with which certain
activities are engaged are also indicators of priorities. Interaction time can be a "measure of
the meaning of the relationship" between people (Lauer, 1981; p. 89, quoting Weigart).
Time is often perceived as a possession that can be given, taken, and bought (graciously or
otherwise) as implied in the statements "the moment is yours," "seize the day!" and "can
you give me your time?"

In addition to the value they place on their own time, people make value judgments about
others' time worth. Time worth depends a great deal on a person's social status and power
in a group. For example, those with higher social status often get more "floor" time than
those of lower standing in a group (Lauer, 1981). Since such standing is relative



(dependent on such dimensions as seniority, expertise, role, education, wealth, etcetera),
valuation of a person's time will vary across groups for which membership is held.

In no manner is the value of one's time demonstrated as much as in the act of waitings or
being waited on. Making one wait "limits the productive uses of time and in so doing
generates distinct social and personal costs" (Schwartz, 1975; 4-5). Making others wait can
bean assertion or even an exhibition ofauthority and power in a relationship. Because
power often correlates with time scarcity, the powerful can make others wait: their time is
most "valued" economically and socially. Therefore, waiting has mixed sociopsychological
implications: dependingon for whom one is waiting and the purpose of the interaction,
one may or may not feel their time being wasted. For example, if waiting for a someone of
high social rank, one may think waiting to be a required part of the social exchange, even
"worthwhile if doing so ensures access. If waiting for a peer or someone of lower social
status, the one may feel that their time is being wasted, and feel insulted by the
implication that their time is not highly valued.

Waiting, especially when formalized as part of a job description, can demonstrate respect
or servitude, as in "waiting on" someone. The job of the restaurant waitct or waititss is to
remain attentive to customers, and do their bidding. In other situations, actions like
standing at attention in the military, or lying prostrate in a religious ceremony, expresses
complete deference and respect (Schwartz, 1973). In the (anticipated) company of
distinguished persons, one is often expected to attentively wait: for example, Emily Post
dictates that "when you are invited to The White House, you must arrive several minutes,
at least, before the hour specified. No more unforgiveable breach of etiquette can be made
than not to be standing in the drawing room when the President makes his entry" (as
quoted in Schwartz, 1973; p. 42).

The manner in which one's time is accessed is also indicative of socially perceived value.
The most socially powerful have calendars guarded by secretaries, and are typically only
accessible by appointment (Schwartz, 1975). A manager's time might be "respected" by
her subordinates who ask for time from her busy schedule only when really necessary.
Superordinates have power to determine the time that best fits their schedule; subordinates
will be the ones to adjust accordingly, and come to the location of the superordinate for
the appointment. The duration of the meeting is typically cued by superordinates. The
prerogative to interrupt a discussion with another interaction, such as in taking a telephone
call or talking with someone who passes by, typically belongs to the superordinate as well.
Doing so is an active demonstration of the superordinate's authority, implying that the
superordinate's time is more important than the subordinate's, or even more humiliatingly,
that the unknown telephone caller's time may be more valuable!

Artifacts of Temporality
We habitually orient to time; the meanings we appropriate to time ownership and time use
powerfully influence individual behavior and the social order.

I have discussed clocks and calendrical systems as "time's machines"— artifacts of
temporality. The institution of the schedule is an intangible representation of time and
time use. However, tangible representations of personal schedules (and group and



organization schedules) are also artifacts of temporality. Calendars'̂ —such as monthly
wail calendars, personal appointment books, extended project planners, and emerging
electronic versions—are ubiquitous and indispensable for many people. "Calendar
artifacts" of a variety of forms play supportive roles in the synchronization of people and
activities.

Calendar artifacts contain representations of our precious use and allocation of time. They
are statements of intention for engaging work, leisure, family, etcetera. Looking beyond
the penciled entries, calendar artifacts also contain implicit statements about values , and
consist of implicit and explicit boundaries between tasks and roles.

These representations of time are rationalized, idealized versions of actual schedules
(Laucr, 1981). Rarely does one's calendar match what happens day-to-day'̂ . Meetings are
canceled or missed, and new ones are called and attended before they are written in. Thus,
calendars contain "temporal plans." The creation and manipulation of these temporal plans
as embodied in calendar artifacts is what I call "calendar work." Calendar work consists of
a variety of activities; top-level examples include planning, reminding, archiving, tracking,
and organizing of temporally-sensitive information. Kclley and Chapanis (1982) present
one of the best published reviews of calendar use.'® Otherwise, there is little empirical
research on calendar use (but an abundance of prescriptive "time management" literature).
Research that does discuss the function of calendars for personal use is fairly recent, and
are motivated by informing design of electronic versions (Kelley and Chapanis, 1982;
Kincaid, Dupont, et. al, 1985; Payne, 1993).

Some specially-located calendar artifacts are meant to communicate intentions to others in
the workplace, such as a group calendar on a wall, or a manager's calendar posted on the
outside ofher office door. Now, on-line networked calendars targeted at the workplace
are promising to share calendar information in new ways, primarily advertised as a way to
making meeting scheduling "more efficient." How will "groupware calendars" be used in
the temporal organization and coordination of work?

"Calendar" in this sense uses the American English meaning ofthe word, meaning any kind ofpaper-based
book orpad where appointments, meetings, to-do items may be written. Emerging electronic versions are also
included in this category, although are generally specified as such in this paper. "Appointment diary" is the
British English equivalent to theAmerican "calendar" (Payne, 1993).

Some calendar planner systems surest balancing one's time with things they value, with explicit techniques
for doing so (interestingly, one popular system is produced by acompany that has strong ties to the Mormon
Church) (Ashley Andeen, personal communication). Many ofthese planner systems have courses that are tau^t
in work organizations—and are sometimes even required attendance for new employees. An interesting line of
investigation would be the indoctrination of time management principles as espoused by these courses inwork
organizations.

However, based on my investigations, the accuracy ofone's calendar appears correlated to profession: for
instance, lawyers, consultants, and other people who are paid by the hour tend to keep calendars that reflect what
they've actually done ina day, using their calendars as records for work. Additionally, some class oftasks or
events might always be recorded in one's calendar— like doctor's appointments—even ifother events are less
accurately recorded.

As part ofmy dissertation research, Iwill elaborate on this notion of"calendar work" by developing a
typology of calendar useactivities.



Future Research: Groupware Calendar Systems
Groupware calendar systems are electronic applications that allow calendars to be shared
across a network. While groupware calendar systems manage and share calendars
differently, a typical arrangement has each employee maintain a personal calendar on-line.
To see if a colleague is available for a meeting, one would look at the colleague's on-line
calendar. Depending on the degree of access granted, the amount and nature of
information presented on the calendar could range from minimal to extensive. On-line
calendars are shared for other purposes as well: conference rooms, AfV equipment, and
other resources may have their own calendars and can be "scheduled" the same time as a
group meeting. Vacation and sick leave may also be tracked by a separate group calendar.
This group calendar serves the function of an In/Out board, but affords additional
functions as well, such as long-term planning of future events to ensure against vacation
and travel leave.

The predecessors to today's groupware calendars—on-line meeting schedulers—^were first
studied in the mid-eighties (Kincaid, Dupont et al., 1985; Ehrlich, 1987; Ehrlich, 1987;
Grudin, 1988). Ehrlich (1987a; 1987b) included meetingschedulers in her discussion of
information technology adoption problems in the workplace, finding inadequate technical
support for scheduling people on-line, combined with few social incentives for doingso.
Similarly, Grudin (1988) used on-line meetingschedulers to explore why groupware
sometimes fails to meet expectations, citing inadequate incentive and reward structures for
maintaining on-line schedules. Kincaid et. al. (1985) explored other problems with on-line
meeting schedulers, focusing on personal aspects of scheduling not well-supported in those
applications. While Kincaid et. al. mention features that enable social sharing of calendars,
they neglect to discuss issues of collaboration and how social access might impact use.

Kelley and Chapanis (1982) did the earliest work on calendar artifacts, on which Kincaid
et. al. based their work. They examined the way a variety of professionals used personal
paper-based calendars, with a view to inform the design of on-line systems. They mention
little about how calendars are or might be socially shared, but do say that attitudes about
privacy (which affect the nature of collaboration) vary wildly. Payne (1993) performed an
interesting analysis of calendar use, noting that electronic calendar systems are often used
in conjunction with paper systems. While Payne addresses some concerns about user
acceptance from a discretionary point of view, the focus of his work examines how
calendars as cognitive artifacts support "prospective remembering"— forming, recalling,
and then executing an intention for some future event.

Grudin and Palen's research (1995) examines cases of widespread adoption and long-term
use of groupware calendars in two organizations. In contrast to earlier studies on individual
calendar support, Grudin and Palen focus on systemic use with limited investigation on
personal use. They cite a set of sociotechnical issues combined with discretionary appeal
and peer pressure that contributed to a largely bottom-up adoption trajectory. Mosier and
Tammaro (1997) studied a groupware calendar system with a test-bed of users, with an
interest in group use and personal uses as theywere affected by the transition from new to
old. However, the study covered only the early adoption stage (the first 4 months), which
is arguably too short to assess impacts of mature, social use.

Existing research on groupware calendar systems largely neglects the intersection of
personal and social use. Furthermore, existing research focuses on the problems of



designing effective personal support and successful group-wise support. For the most part,
calendar artifacts are not empirically treated nor understood as part of the larger system of
work and coordination they support. Therein is the need and opportunity for future
research.

My dissertation work will examine the role of groupware calendar systems in a large
organization, where use of the system is widespread and mature. The research will
investigate the role of shared on-line calendars in work and coordination, grounded in a
sociotemporal perspective. On-line calendars represent and manipulate the socially sacred
and scarce resource of time, often in a very public way. Therefore, in environments where
use is mature, ^oupware calendarsystems are necessarily a part ofthe sociotemporal order!

Some questions for investigation will include:
• What function do publiclyavailable on-line personal calendars serve in a white-collar

business organization, where employees tend to be temporally autonomous?
• What is the interaction between personal "calendar work" demands and social

demands for temporal coordination?
• What are the motivations for making personal calendars public? Who are the stake

holders?

• Is personal control over one's time retained in an "open calendar" setting? If so, how?
• How do perceptions of time worth and other sociotemporal norms mediate

interaction, specifically with respect to meeting requests, and responses to meeting
requests?

• Are group calendars used in groupwise coordination and identity? Do they affect
feelings of membership or solidarity?

Conclusion
Groupware calendars create new opportunities for, and new challenges to, the social
awareness of time and the social use of time. While they are designed to support more
"efficient" meeting scheduling, electronic calendars in practice arc asked to do much
more. They may need to substitute for a variety of roles and functions that their paper
counterparts serve, in return for new benefits. They also need to fit into the sociotemporal
order of the environment, representing and manipulating the socially sensitive commodity
of time. Groupware calendars have been integrated viably and successfully in some
environments, but not in all that have been attempted. A sociotemporal perspective on the
subject will help describe the emerging role of time's newest machine.
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